Outstanding Sound Editing For A Comedy Or Drama Series (One Hour)

**The Affair**
Episode 506
In Montauk for work, Joanie becomes acquainted with EJ. Together, they explore Joanie’s family history, leading her to question the cause of her mother’s death. Rattled, she starts to make some self-destructive decisions.

**AJ And The Queen**
Jackson
Robert and AJ make their way to Mississippi for an action-packed reunion. Back in New York, Louis opens the door to an unexpected visitor.

**Altered Carbon**
Payment Deferred
As Col. Carrera takes charge of the murder investigation, Kovacs sets out to find Axley's bounty hunter, and Poe's memory glitches worsen.

**Amazing Stories**
The Cellar
While restoring an old Iowa farmhouse, Sam discovers a time portal in the storm cellar that transports him to 1919.

**Another Life**
Guilt Trip
A ship malfunction leaves Niko trapped in a state of deep sleep, where she dreams again and again about the worst day of her life.

**Armistead Maupin's Tales Of The City**
Days Of Small Surrenders
In a flashback to the 1960s, Anna arrives in San Francisco, befriends some trans women and starts dating a man. But she soon finds her loyalties tested.

**Better Call Saul**
Bagman
When a simple errand for a client goes sideways, Jimmy is pushed to the limit. Mike takes measures to contain the wrath of the cartel, and Lalo gets an unexpected visitor.

**Big Little Lies**
I Want To Know
Season Two Finale. Celeste questions Mary Louise about a tragic event from Perry’s childhood.
Billions
The New Decas
Season 5 opens as Bobby Axelrod reaches a major milestone. Chuck struggles to get his bearings, and he and Wendy navigate a new normal. Tensions are high at Axe Cap now that Taylor Mason is back. Axe faces off against new rival Mike Prince. Taylor wrestles with a decision.

Black Mirror
Smithereens
A London rideshare driver ignites an international crisis when he kidnap a worker from a social media company.

Black Mirror
Striking Vipers
When old college friends Danny and Karl reconnect in a VR version of their favorite video game, the late-night sessions yield an unexpected discovery.

Bosch
Dark Sacred Night
Bosch closes in on a suspect in the Daisy Clayton murder. Edgar discovers Avril is as cunning as ever. The car czar makes a hard play to force Irving out of the mayoral race, and IA investigates the complaint against Billets. In Bosch’s crosshairs, Daisy’s killer makes a shocking confession.

The Boys
The Name Of The Game
When a Supe kills the love of his life, A/V salesman Hughie Campbell teams up with Billy Butcher, a vigilante hell-bent on punishing corrupt Supes — and Hughie’s life will never be the same again.

Carnival Row
Some Dark God Wakes
Rycroft “Philo” Philostrate investigates “Unseelie Jack”, a mysterious assailant with a grudge against the fae. Vignette Stonemoss barely escapes Tirnanoc with her life and arrives in The Burgue looking for a fresh start. Imogen Spurnrose meets her new neighbor. In Parliament, the fight over the critch heats up.

Chicago Fire
Shut It Down
A series of mysterious gas leaks has members of Firehouse 51 puzzled and spread thin. Brett’s conflicted when her birth mother gets serious about tracking her down. Severide misunderstands his role as Cruz’s best man. Mouch bites off more than he can chew.

Chicago P.D.
Intimate Violence
An armed robbery case quickly turns into a homicide investigation. When one suspect’s background suggests domestic violence, Upton is forced to reckon with her childhood. Voight and Halstead butt heads over Halstead’s righteous instinct.

Chilling Adventures Of Sabrina
Chapter Twenty-Six: All Of Them Witches
Zelda attempts to forge a supernatural alliance, Sabrina and the gang work with Caliban, and Hilda’s transformation takes a terrifying turn.
**City On A Hill**
The Deaf Sage Of Pompeii

When an unlikely source confides in Decourcy, the Massachusetts State Police hatch a plan that promises arrests without FBI assistance. However, keeping out of the way is not exactly Jackie’s strong suit. The Genesis Coalition pitches a new strategy to curb Boston’s crime rate. Jenny opens up about her past.

**The Crown**
Aberfan

Following a tragic accident at a Welsh mining village that quickly becomes political, both Elizabeth and Wilson struggle with their responses.

**Dare Me**
Parallel Trenches

The party fallout wreaks havoc on Addy, Beth and Colette’s nerves, leading to a shocking accident.

**David Makes Man**
David’s Sky

Wanting to do well at school, David ends up in an altercation with his best friend, Seren; at home, David acts as a lookout for his neighborhood at the request of Raynan; Gloria leans on David; the truth about David’s friend, Sky, is revealed.

**Daybreak**
Josh vs. The Apocalypse: Part 1

Sure, Los Angeles is now a post-apocalyptic wasteland, but it’s not all bad. In fact, for C-student survivor Josh Wheeler, it’s a big improvement.

**The Deuce**
That’s A Wrap

A struggling Lori turns to Candy for help before revisiting The Deuce. Candy makes a surprising deal to secure funding for her film. Abby takes a stand against the late Midtown redevelopment. After a difficult visit with Mike, Vincent’s approached by a candid Tommy, who explains the new world order.

**Emergence**
Killshot (Part 2)

Jo and Brooks are in danger, and Piper’s determined to help. With Helen’s mysterious plan nearly realized, Piper recruits an unexpected team of allies to find them before it’s too late.

**Euphoria**
Pilot

Seventeen-year-old Rue returns home from rehab with no plans to stay clean. She meets Jules, who’s new in town, at a party at McKay’s house. Nate gets in McKay’s head when McKay takes an interest in Cassie. Nate and Maddy, broken up once again, attempt to make each other jealous.

**Evil**
Room 320

After David is badly wounded, he is determined to fight off the menacing presence of death from his hospital bed.
The Expanse
New Terra
The crew of the Roci investigates a strange protomolecule ruin on an alien planet. Bobbie copes with civilian life on Mars. Drummer and Ashford battle with piracy in the Belt.

The Feed
Episode 1
In the near future, people's minds are connected to The Feed, giving them instant connectivity. When something or someone invades The Feed, its creator must seek the help of his estranged son.

For All Mankind
Red Moon
NASA is in crisis as the Soviets land the first man on the moon in 1969, the beginning of an alternate history.

For Life
Switzerland
Aaron bolsters his case with information from Marie, but is torn between two worlds when Cassius suspects Aaron is a snitch and seeks retribution. Foster struggles to lay low during his last two weeks before retirement but Safiya turns up the heat, confiscating religious texts to stop the drug trade.

Godfather Of Harlem
How I Got Over
Enraged by an attempt against his life, Bumpy (Forest Whitaker) ignores mob rules to get revenge. As Malcolm X (Nigél Thatch) and Adam Clayton Powell (Giancarlo Esposito) join thousands in peaceful protest at the "March on Washington," Bumpy must decide if a single act of violence will change his destiny.

Goliath
The Subsidence Adventure
The unexpected death of an old friend takes Billy McBride to California's Central Valley, where a record drought has made water more valuable than human life.

The Good Doctor
I Love You
In the second episode of the two-part finale, our doctors work against time and their own personal safety to save the lives of those around them.

The Great
Parachute
Peter has a new lease on life after his near-death experience. He is open to Catherine's progressive ideas of introducing art and science to court and wants to focus on an heir. Orlo tries to figure out who poisoned Peter and faces demons of his own.

The Handmaid's Tale
Heroic
Confined in a hospital, June's sanity begins to fray. An encounter with Serena Joy forces June to reassess her recent actions.
**Hightown**
Love You Like A Sister
NMFS (National Marine Fisheries Service) agent Jackie Quiñones has a wrench thrown in her fun, free-wheeling, booze-addled life when she uncovers a dead body on the beach, plunging her into the center of a complicated – and dangerous – opioid ring investigation.

**His Dark Materials**
The Daemon-Cages
Lyra discovers the horrific truth behind the Gobbler's activities in the North. She must now use all her wits to help free those around her and avoid suffering a terrible fate.

**Home Before Dark**
Superhero Monster Slayer
A break in the Richie Fife case results in a surprise arrest. Matt and Hilde take a road trip to learn more about the suspect.

**Homeland**
Chalk Two Down
Carrie chases answers. Max attempts a rescue. G'ulom takes an opportunity.

**Hunters**
In The Belly Of The Whale
After his grandmother, a Holocaust Survivor, is murdered by an unknown assailant, comic-book-loving, teenage Brooklynite Jonah Heidelbaum meets Meyer Offerman, a mysterious millionaire who knows more about the murder than he lets on. Meanwhile, FBI Agent Millie Morris investigates the mysterious death of an elderly NASA scientist down in Florida.

**Jett**
Miljan Bestic
Before a fateful meeting with Bestic, Jett plans to be free of him. When the two come face to face, Bestic reveals the origins of his feud with Charlie. As the situation becomes increasingly perilous, Jett realizes she's in danger of losing the very thing she holds most dear.

**Jim Henson's The Dark Crystal: Age Of Resistance**
What Was Sundered And Undone
Brea struggles with her unsavory new duties, Deet and Hup get a hostile welcome from the Stonewood clan, and Rian begs his Maudra for help.

**Killing Eve**
Still Got It
It's Eve's birthday and she's trying to patch things up with Niko. Villanelle receives good news about her upcoming promotion but can't shake the feeling that there's still something missing from her life. Dasha seeks a solution to Villanelle's erratic behavior.

**Legion**
Chapter 23
Time is preyed upon.
**Locke & Key**
Crown Of Shadows
The battle over the Omega Key leads to decisions that can't be undone — and a dangerous door that promises plenty of trouble ahead.

**Lost In Space**
Shipwrecked
Seven months later, marooned on a watery planet, the Robinsons make a risky bid to power up their Jupiter, and Will vows to track down the Robot.

**The Man In The High Castle**
Fire From The Gods
On the brink of an inevitable Nazi invasion, the BCR brace for impact as Kido races against the clock to find his son. Childan offers everything he has to make his way back to Yukiko. Helen is forced to choose whether or not to betray her husband.

**Marvel's Jessica Jones**
A.K.A Everything
An old friend visits Jessica as she sets out on an agonizing mission and learns the true cost of being a hero.

**The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel**
A Jewish Girl Walks Into the Apollo ...
Joel readies his club for its grand opening. Midge asks Moishe for a favor. Susie suffers a loss and turns to an unexpected source for help. Midge learns a hard show business lesson.

**Mayans M.C.**
Hunahpu
The need for justice ignites tough decisions for the Reyes brothers and the MC.

** Messiah**
The Finger Of God
Appearing inexplicably during a Texas tornado, al-Masih quietly moves pastor Felix to embrace a new purpose. But Eva -- and the FBI -- quickly close in.

**Mindhunter**
Episode 2
To glean insight into the elusive BTK killer, Bill and Holden interview the Son of Sam, who makes a startling admission.

**The Morning Show**
The Interview
Season finale. TMS faces a fateful day as a plan to shake up UBA is set in motion.

**Mr. Robot**
405 Method Not Allowed
no xmas lolz for dom. dareliiot gives a run-around. krista plays hookie. quiet pls, the show is on.
My Brilliant Friend: The Story Of A New Name
Chapter 14: Rage
After a brilliant finals performance, Elena finds Lila, who is working at the shoe store and has plans for a fresh start. As Elena leaves Naples to commence her university studies, Lila decides to leave Stefano and moves into a modest apartment, but the failings of her plan soon emerge.

Narcos: Mexico
Se Cayó El Sistema
Mexican authorities, the FBI and Félix all seek out Acosta after a newspaper publishes an interview with him. The presidential election begins.

The New Pope
Episode 5
An act of terrorism in France leads to an unconventional response from the pope that strikes a chord with the public. Feeling disconnected from her husband, Sofia reaches out to Brannox, who shares his personal history. Pius XIII’s followers flock to Venice when there’s a sudden change in his condition.

9-1-1
Sink Or Swim
A massive tsunami hits the Santa Monica Pier, placing Buck and Christopher’s lives in danger.

9-1-1: Lone Star
Act Of God
A massive tornado sweeps through Austin, as the crew races to save those in its path.

NOS4A2
The Shorter Way
Vic, a young New England high school student, discovers her supernatural abilities as the immortal Charlie Manx goes on the hunt for children.

On Becoming A God In Central Florida
Many Masters
Obie and Louise Garbeau host a lavish motivational retreat at Paradise Cay for Washington-level entrepreneurs.

Orange Is The New Black
Here's Where We Get Off
Tearful farewells, emotional tributes, new beginnings. Say goodbye to the women of Litchfield in the series finale.

Outer Banks
The Phantom
An island crawling with law enforcement and a looming tropical storm are just two of the obstacles facing John B as he tries to make his escape.

Outlander
Famous Last Words
The Frasers must come to terms with all that has changed in the aftermath of the Battle of Alamance Creek. Brianna tries to help Roger overcome the trauma he has endured. An unexpected visitor arrives at the Ridge.
The Outsider
Must/Can’t
The group finds itself in a climactic showdown in their last-ditch effort to root out El Cuco.

Ozark
All In
While Wendy battles personal demons, Marty struggles to keep their lives from falling apart. Darlene does Ruth a favor.

Paradise Lost
Black Dog Barked
Paradise Lost follows a prodigal son as he returns to his hometown and struggles to choose between his past and his future. As Yates stops running from his past, Frances finally learns what actually happened the night of the debutante ball.

Peaky Blinders
Strategy
Aberama heads to Glasgow to get revenge. Mosley blackmails Tommy, who decides to turn the tables on him. Frantic to find Linda, Arthur loses control.

Penny Dreadful: City Of Angels
Josefina And The Holy Spirit
Tiago scours Sister Molly’s beach house for clues. Councilwoman Beck proposes an alternate route for the Arroyo-Seco motorway. Peter invites Elsa to a party. Lewis asks the gangster Benny Berman to help battle the Nazi menace in LA. Mateo seeks retribution as Josefina pursues spiritual enlightenment with Sister Molly.

Pennyworth
Marianne Faithfull
After a member of the British royalty is abducted, Alfred must take a side in the struggle. Meanwhile, Lord Harwood uses those closest to Alfred to remove him from the game.

The Politician
Pilot
After a charismatic candidate joins the race for student body president, Payton searches for a running mate who will make him seem more authentic.

Pose
Love's In Need Of Love Today
After falling ill while organizing his annual AIDS Cabaret, PrayTell lands in the hospital leading to a series of unexpected visitors.

Prodigal Son
Wait & Hope
Malcom's mandated vacation takes a detour when a new killer mimics his favorite childhood book, "The Count of Monte Cristo." The NYPD traces the crime back to a high society family planning a wedding.
Project Blue Book
Operation Mainbrace
When UFOs and USOs (unidentified submersible objects) begin plaguing a massive naval exercise on the border of Russian waters, Hynek and Quinn realize it’s up to them to stop a rogue Admiral from starting World War III.

The Purge
This Is Not A Test
The chaos in the lives of four interconnected characters is chronicled in the last two hours of Purge Night. The episode follows them as they deal with the consequences of that night and begin to investigate conspiracies before the next purge.

Queen Sugar
Pleasure Is Black
Ralph Angel learns that his parole has concluded; Charley and Romero enjoy each other's company; the Bordelon family celebrates the opening of Vi's Prized Pies and Diner.

Raising Dion
ISSUE #101: How Do You Raise A Superhero?
Widowed mom Nicole struggles to raise her only child Dion, not knowing the second-grader possesses powers beyond anyone's comprehension.

Ray Donovan
Bugs
With his back against the wall, Ray turns to Judge Scholl to clear his name with Detective Perry. Daryll is pushed to the edge by the Sullivan family while Mickey continues to chase Jim’s money. Smitty tries to justify his betrayal. Terry makes an unexpected friend at physical therapy.

The Rookie
Day Of Death
Officer Nolan and the team are in a desperate search to rescue Officer Chen after her abduction and must attempt to get Rosalind to help them in their search. Meanwhile, after Officer Lopez discovers Wesley unconscious from a cocktail of alcohol and pills, she is forced to keep him close.

SEAL Team
Siege Protocol (Part 2)
Amid several life-altering moments on the home front, Bravo Team travels overseas to extract a CIA agent who is being held hostage. As the situation escalates, the Tactical Operations Center is compromised and Bravo's support team comes face-to-face with the enemy

SEE
Godflame
A journey of survival begins when an army of Witchfinders attacks the village of Alkenny.

Sex Education
Episode 8
The talking cure may be failing Otis and Jean as they sort out their issues. A wary Maeve makes the finals. Sexy Shakespeare never goes out of style.
Shameless
A Little Gallagher Goes A Long Way
Frank and Mickey set off on a day of adventure. Debbie discovers a new way to make money as Lip leans on his new friend for parenting advice. Carl gets more than he bargained for when he offers to help Anne. Liam grows suspicious of his seemingly perfect mentor.

Snowfall
Other Lives
Franklin walks a different path. Life in South Central begins to change forever.

Snowpiercer
Trouble Comes Sideways
Hiding out with help from his allies, Layton (Daveed Diggs) lays track for revolution. Meanwhile, an engineering emergency threatens every soul on Snowpiercer, and Melanie (Jennifer Connelly) is the only one who can save them.

Soundtrack
Track 6: Joanna And Eleanor
In the face of uncertainty, Sam turns to Joanna. Elsewhere, a promising new beginning pushes Nellie to her limits.

Spinning Out
Now Entering Sun Valley
Rattled after a brutal fall and worried by her mom and sister's obsession with the sport, Kat eyes a life beyond skating. Suddenly, a new offer arrives.

Star Trek: Picard
Et in Arcadia Ego: Part 2
A final confrontation on the synthetics' homeworld, Coppelius, pits Picard and his team against the Romulans, as well as the synths who seek to safeguard their existence at all costs.

Stranger Things
Chapter Eight: The Battle Of Starcourt
Terror reigns in the food court when the Mind Flayer comes to collect. But down below, in the dark, the future of the world is at stake.

Strike Back
Episode 805
Now Zayef has the cyberweapon Imperiya, Section 20 must discover what he has planned before it's too late. When they learn of a terror attack targeting a major European city, they rush to stop Zayef before thousands are killed.

Succession
This Is Not For Tears
On the Roys’ grand Mediterranean yacht. Logan weighs whether a family member, or a top lieutenant, will need to be sacrificed to salvage the company’s tarnished reputation. Shiv proposes taking her open marriage with Tom to another level. Connor’s in an unenviable position when the reviews of Willa’s play arrive.
Sweet Magnolias
Dance First, Think Later
Mother Nature, a clumsy contractor and Maddie's longtime rival conspire to throw the spa's big opening into chaos. Tyler helps Annie out of a jam.

Tales From The Loop
Enemies
A journey to a mysterious island leads to a monstrous discovery.

13 Reasons Why
Nobody's Clean
The police search the school after finding steroids in Bryce's car. Alex remembers how Bryce supported Alex after Jessica dumped him.

Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan
Persona Non Grata
Reyes accuses the U.S. of tampering with the election. The U.S. Embassy is evacuated. Jack, Greer and Mike November must decide whether to follow orders or go off the grid. Reyes’ men pursue Matice and the American soldiers in the jungle.

Tommy
19 Hour Day
Tommy must decide how to deploy the LAPD's resources when a climate change protest brings riots and a bomb threat at the same time as a mudslide shuts down a major freeway.

Treadstone
The Cicada Protocol
Fictional CIA black-ops covert program uses a behavior-modification protocol to turn recruits into nearly-superhuman assassins. These sleeper agents across the globe are mysteriously 'awakened' to resume their deadly missions. It erases personalities, memories, and moral code so they can effectively kill targets around the world.

Vikings
The Best Laid Plans
Ivar and Igor may be plotting against Oleg, but they're still part of the force that departs Kiev to invade Scandinavia. King Harald and King Bjorn begin furious preparations for the invasion. But can enough be done to resist the Rus force?

Virgin River
Under Fire
Under pressure, Mel and Jack respond to a medical emergency on a remote illegal pot farm. Charmaine and Hope exchange words.

The Walking Dead
Walk With Us
Alpha and the Whisperers attack Hilltop, with Negan's help.
Westworld
Parce Domine
Season premiere. Dolores escapes into the real world, where she infiltrates a technocratic elite, and discovering that their world is not so different from her own. Caleb, a struggling veteran trying to better himself, has a life-changing encounter. Bernard’s attempts to lie low under a new identity are threatened.

White Lines
Episode 10
On Anna’s wedding day, Marcus’s actions come back to haunt him. After suffering yet another loss, Zoe vows to finally figure out who killed Axel.

Why Women Kill
Kill Me As If It Were the Last Time
After learning the shocking truth about her daughter’s death, Beth Ann’s plan for revenge could alter the course of many lives. As Karl’s health worsens, Simone's commitment to their relationship is tested. With Jade gone, Taylor and Eli focus on their love story and hope the past is behind them.

The Witcher
Much More
A terrifying pack of foes lays Geralt low. Yennefer and her fellow mages prepare to fight back. A shaken Ciri depends on the kindness of a stranger.

Wu Assassins
Fire Chicken
Kai attempts to warn CG about his prophetic dream, while Uncle Six ramps up his hunt through Chinatown for the Wu Assassin.

Wu-Tang: An American Saga
Can It Be All So Simple
Staten Island, NY. The birth of Wu-Tang starts with a bang, literally.

Yellowstone
Sins Of The Father
The feud with the Becks comes to a head as the Duttons scramble to save one of their own.

You
Fear And Loathing In Beverly Hills
Joe wants to get away, but Forty insists they finish their script. As pressure mounts, Forty’s excessive coping devices make for a harrowing night.

Zoey’s Extraordinary Playlist
Zoey’s Extraordinary Glitch
After receiving heartbreaking news, Zoey suffers a mysterious “glitch” in her powers.
American Dad!
Enter Stanman
Roger helps Stan enter Francine’s dreams after he becomes insecure about their contents.

Archer
Bort The Garj
Archer and the crew of the Seamus wake up to the smell of shepherd’s pie and see a business opportunity in their new guest.

Astronomy Club: The Sketch Show
Ice Cube Day
Shawtane and Jerah celebrate "Ice Cube Day." A throwback jams festival for the #MeToo era. An airline passenger is distracted ... by some twerking.

Atypical
Standing Sam
Sam makes a bold move amid the buzz of orientation day. Casey crosses paths with Nate. Elsa and Doug unpack the hazards of half-truths.

Avenue 5
This Is Physically Hurting Me
While Karen oversees an effort to jettison non-essential passenger items, Billie tries to teach an inattentive Ryan how to dock the ship. Matt learns of Judd’s plan to make the "ultimate sacrifice" by returning to Earth. Meanwhile, the passengers suspect all is not as it seems with the journey.

Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens
Grandma & Chill
Grandma tells Nora the story of how she met her husband in the style of a Korean drama.

Ballers
Players Only
Spencer refuses to back down in his fight for the league's players. Joe embraces a new state of mind as he finds peace with himself. Julie encourages Charles to take care of unfinished business. Ricky decides to strike out on his own with his latest project.

Better Things
New Orleans
Sam goes to a wedding.

Betty
Perstephanie
Kirt turns to "alternative" medicine to heal her friendships while the rest of the crew struggles with relationship issues of their own. Exactly how desperate for cash are you, Indigo?
**Big Mouth**

Disclosure the Movie: The Musical!

A provocative school musical unleashes Missy's inner thespian -- and her new Hormone Monstress. The "Queer Eye" Fab Five pay a visit to Coach Steve.

**A Black Lady Sketch Show**

Angela Bassett Is The Baddest B***h

An aspiring regular woman confides in a support group; Trinity the Invisible Spy meets her match; a Motown group’s lead singer goes rogue during a performance; Drea confronts a dance-moves thief; a world-renowned "philosopher" promotes her masterclass; Ashley, Gabrielle, Quinta and Robin distract themselves from the reality of the apocalypse.

**Black Monday**

Idiot Inside

Blair and Dawn take to the skies to pursue a new investor. Mo and Keith struggle with relocation.

**#blackAF**

I know you may not get this, but the reason we deserve a vacation is... because of slavery

As Joya takes time to focus on herself before her event, Drea tries to bond with Chloe, Pops handles an incident, and Kenya switches up his behavior.

**Bless This Mess**

Scare Night

Mike celebrates Halloween by scaring the wits out of Rio all night; when Rio turns the tables on Mike and tries to scare him into ending Scare Night, Mike gets bitten by a bat and the night escalates from there.

**BoJack Horseman**

The View From Halfway Down

BoJack reconnects with faces from his past.

**Breeders**

No Dad

Paul and Ally are thrilled that Sprout the family gerbil has finally died, but explaining loss to Luke and Ava is more difficult than they thought as grief manifests itself in mysterious ways and throws the family off course.

**Central Park**

Skater’s Circle

Bitsy pitches her plan to buy the park. Owen deals with a mini-mugging in Skater’s Circle.

**Curb Your Enthusiasm**

The Spite Store

Problems arise when Larry gives Marty Funkhouser’s son (formerly Marty Funkhouser’s daughter), Joey, a job at Latte Larry’s. Larry’s doctor is jealous when Larry tells him he will seek a second opinion. Larry’s assistant Alice is back, but she has no memory of Larry or her law suit, until...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>DAVE</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jail</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When the label rejects Dave's first single, Jail, Benny Blanco suggests Dave leak it on The Breakfast Club. Dave eventually realizes the friends he expected to protect him from corporate interference are actually protecting him from himself. In the end, Dave protects what matters most: his friendships.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Dead To Me</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>You Know What You Did</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As Jen and Judy grapple with the distressing events of the night before, Jen soon realizes that eyes — and ears — are everywhere in her neighborhood.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Dear White People</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chapter X</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A bombshell story in the debut issue of Fried Chicanery leads to a moment of reckoning. Sam and Lionel learn there's more to the Order than they knew.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Dickinson</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>We Lose - Because We Win</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On her father's Election Day, Emily defiantly attempts to publish another poem.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Disenchantment</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Electric Princess</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When a scientific man appears in Dreamland, he's regarded with suspicion. But Bean helps him escape and travels with him to a wondrous steampunk city.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Duncanville</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fridgy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The family gets a new smart fridge that turns out to be too smart for Annie's liking.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>The End Of The F</strong>*ing World**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Episode 4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A flat tire forces the unlikely trio of travelers to seek refuge at a roadside inn run by a man who's desperate for company.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Everything's Gonna Be Okay</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discoid Cockroaches</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matilda is inspired for her future! The family navigates New York City teaching Matilda to ride the subway. Genevieve has a thing she wants to do. It's a big reveal. Nicholas starts to dream of a life with less responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Family Reunion</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Remember Black Elvis?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After M'Dear shares the family's rich history with the kids, Moz and Cocoa are inspired to carry on the tradition.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Feel Good</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Episode 3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As George continues to hide her relationship with Mae from her friends, it begins to affect their sex life. Maggie's daughter asks Mae for advice.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Genndy Tartakovsky's Primal**

Spear And Fang

Tragedy forces a caveman and a dinosaur to rely upon each other for their survival.

---

**Gentefied**

Women's Work

Ana's mom, Beatriz, reaches her breaking point when conditions at her job go from bad to worse. Nayeli hatches a plan to get to Bakersfield.

---

**GLOW**

The Libertines

Ruth heads to LA for her big audition, Debbie helps Bobby take the Libertine Ball to the next level, and Rhonda plots to rekindle Bash's interest.

---

**The Good Place**

Whenever You're Ready

One by one, each member of the Soul Squad achieves a sense of peace and exits The Good Place forever. Michael cannot leave because he is an eternal being, so Eleanor persuades the Judge to grant him life on Earth as a real human. Finally content, Eleanor exits.

---

**Grace And Frankie**

The Tank

Grace's loyalties are tested as she and Frankie face the Sharks. Robert scrambles to recoup the money he donated. Bud meets his long-lost cousin.

---

**High Fidelity**

The Other Side Of The Rock

Rob reflects on the night of her birthday, where we learn she finally got clarity on her feelings about Mac. Cam and Nikki's baby finally arrives, prompting Rob to finally take a chance and go after what, or whom, she really wants.

---

**Homecoming**

Giant

Jackie finds her car and heads to the address on the car registration - the home of Alex Eastman and Audrey Temple, before following Audrey to the Geist headquarters. Audrey confronts Leonard Geist in his greenhouse. Audrey spots Jackie in a crowd and kisses her, calling her "Alex."

---

**I Am Not Okay With This**

The Party's Over

Memories of her dad send Syd to a dark place. At a party, Dina finds herself torn between Syd and Brad, and Stan asks Syd a question.

---

**Insecure**

Lowkey Movin’ On

The block party brings the girls together while Issa works around the clock to ensure the event goes off without a hitch.
**Kidding**

Episode 3101

Jeff tries to teach children about change in the first episode of the 31st season of Mr. Pickles’ Puppet Time.

---

**The Kominsky Method**

Chapter 9. An Actor Forgets

Sandy has concerns about the man Mindy's dating. Norman starts seeing an old flame. Sandy tries to give his class a dose of truth about the acting life.

---

**Little America**

The Silence

Her 10-day silent retreat gets complicated when Sylviane falls for a fellow meditator.

---

**Living With Yourself**

Nice Knowing You

While original Miles tries to talk his way out of a sticky situation, new Miles gives himself a makeover and contemplates a dark end.

---

**Los Espookys**

El espejo maldito

Los Espookys agree to help U.S. Ambassador Gibbons fake her own abduction in exchange for the visas they need to work with legendary director Bianca Nova. Staring down a payment deadline, Tati and Úrsula struggle to make their Hierbalite sales target.

---

**Love Life**

The Person

Darby takes a night for herself.

---

**The Mandalorian**

Chapter 1: The Mandalorian

Series premiere. In the lawless aftermath of the Galactic Empire's collapse, an armored bounty hunter known as the Mandalorian accepts a well-paying yet cryptic assignment. Upon discovering the fifty-year old bounty is a young being called “the Child,” the Mandalorian makes a decision to keep him alive.

---

**Medical Police**

Everybody Panic!

Locked up in a Chinese prison, Lola and Owen run into a friendly face. But they soon find out that being behind bars isn't all fun and games.

---

**The Midnight Gospel**

Mouse Of Silver

Clancy joins his mother on an emotional journey through the wondrous cycle of birth, life and death. With Deneen Fendig, Duncan Trussell's late mother.

---

**Modern Family**

I'm Going To Miss This.

Final Season; Mitchell is having a hard time letting go of his old life and Gloria steps in to help him; Haley, Luke and Alex decide to throw a party at the Dunphy house when Claire and Phil leave for a trip; Dylan’s mom takes the twins for the night.
Modern Love
Take Me As I Am, Whoever I Am
"My personal life was another story. In love there’s no hiding: You have to let someone know who you are, but I didn’t have a clue who I was from one moment to the next."

Mr Inbetween
Monsters
Is there really any such thing as monsters?

Mythic Quest: Raven's Banquet
Permadeath
Ian challenges a hacker to an epic in-game showdown.

One Day At A Time
Boundaries
After Alex catches Penelope in a compromising position, Penelope is motivated to talk to Alex about healthy human sexuality, while defending herself against Lydia’s old-school judgments.

Paradise PD
Paradise PD Meets Brickleberry
Fleeing Paradise, the gang crosses over into Brickleberry National Park, just in time to help Ranger Woody and crew hunt for missing bear Malloy.

Perfect Harmony
Fork Fest
At the regional choir competition in Lexington, Arthur relishes the opportunity to finally stick it to his old rival, Magnus, when the unexpected happens. Presented with a surprise job offer, Ginny starts to doubt her worth before her big interview.

The Righteous Gemstones
The Righteous Gemstones
Series Premiere. Jesse Gemstone receives a video from blackmailers seeking to sully his reputation.

Room 104
The Plot
An estranged brother and sister reunite at the site of their future joint investment.

RUN
RUN
Series premiere. Ruby Richardson’s shaken from her humdrum suburban life when an urgent text prompts her to fly to New York and board a train to reunite with college ex Billy Johnson. Ruby and Billy fight the tension that exists between them while attempting to root out each other’s secrets.

Schitt's Creek
Happy Ending
David is stressed out about the rain on his wedding day, so Patrick gets David a massage to help him relax. Meanwhile, Johnny scrambles to find a new venue, Alexis is embarrassed by a wardrobe oversight and Moira takes on the role of officiant.
**Schooled**

Titanic Love

When Mellor realizes how terrible his football team is, he examines his role as a coach, and ultimately needs Glascott to motivate him back into the job. Lainey's head over heels in love with the movie Titanic and forces CB and Wilma to see the film on a date.

**Servant**

Reborn

Leanne, a young nanny, is hired to care for baby Jericho. But all is not as it seems.

**Silicon Valley**

Exit Event

Ahead of a career-defining moment, Richard makes a startling discovery that changes everything and sends the entire Pied Piper team racing to pull off the biggest bait-and-switch that Silicon Valley has ever seen.

**Solar Opposites**

Terry And Korvo Steal A Bear

Whoops! Terry, Korvo, Yumyulack and Jesse work together to steal a bear from the zoo… with hilarious consequences.

**Space Force**

THE LAUNCH

Four-star general Mark Naird — leader of the newly created Space Force — is pressured to launch a satellite despite dire warnings from scientists.

**Undone**

The Hospital

While recovering in the hospital from her car accident, Alma talks with her dead father, who has a confusing and compelling request.

**Upload**

Welcome To Upload

After a self-driving car crash, Nathan is uploaded to Lakeview, his girlfriend’s family’s digital after-life, where he meets his customer service rep, Nora.

**Vida**

Episode 305

Lyn is MIA, playing politician’s wife, as Emma is left to run Drag King Night at the bar on her own.

**What We Do In The Shadows**

The Return

The vampires offer shelter to an old nemesis who’s down on his luck.

**Work In Progress**

176, 172, 171

Abby feels out of place when Chris takes her to a hip, sex-positive, ‘queer wonderland’ for their second date and has a free therapy session.
**Young Sheldon**
A Baby Tooth And The Egyptian God Of Knowledge
Sheldon has a scientific breakthrough at the dentist's office.

**Younger**
It's All About The Money Honey
Liza is shocked to see an unexpected costar in her Infinitely 21 ad campaign. Kelsey and Charles head to Chicago with a plan. Josh considers his options beyond Inkburg.
Agatha Christie: The Pale Horse

Part 1

A mysterious list of names is found in the shoes of a dead woman. What is the connection to the village of Much Deeping?

American Horror Story: 1984

Camp Redwood

In the summer of 1984, five friends escape Los Angeles to work as counselors at Camp Redwood. As they adjust to their new jobs, they quickly learn that the only thing scarier than campfire tales is the past coming to haunt you.

American Son

American Son tells the story of Kendra Ellis-Connor (Kerry Washington), the mother of a missing teenage boy, as she struggles to put pieces together in a police station. The adaptation presents four viewpoints and navigates the dynamic of an interracial couple raising a mixed-race son.

Bad Education

Frank Tassone and Pam Gluckin reign over a Long Island school district on the verge of the nation’s top spot, spurring record college admissions and property values. When an embezzlement scheme surfaces that threatens to destroy all they’ve built, Frank is forced to maintain order — by whatever means necessary.

Barkskins

The Wobble

Trepagny and Bouchard incite war with the Iroquois when they attempt to rescue Sel and Father Gabriel from their capture. Melissande travels to the safety of Wobik’s walls and is reunited with a friend. Cross shows Goames and Yvon how he plans to move on from the Hudson’s Bay Company.

Belgravia

Episode Six

Charles receives a mysterious olive branch, but the offer of reconciliation places him in grave danger. James must find a way to defend Charles’ honour before Lady Maria is lost to him forever.

Ben Platt Live From Radio City Music Hall

Backed by a full band and a ready wit, actor Ben Platt opens up a very personal songbook onstage — numbers from his debut LP, “Sing to Me Instead.”

Blow The Man Down

Welcome to Easter Cove, a fishing village on Maine’s rocky coast. Grieving the loss of their mother, Mary Beth & Priscilla Connolly cover up a gruesome run-in with a dangerous man, leading them deeper into Easter Cove’s underbelly where they uncover the town matriarchs’ darkest secrets.

Briarpatch

Game Theory And Mescaline

Jake and Allegra make the most of a bad situation. Singe gets creative. The Senator and Clyde Brattle (Alan Cumming) meet.
Castle Rock
Caveat Emptor
Pop confronts his old demons.

Catherine The Great
Episode Four
Toppled into war by their ambitious overreaching, Catherine and Potemkin are pushed to the brink and forced to question their loyalty to one another. Meanwhile, Catherine grows increasingly obsessed by her legacy, sliding further towards a tragic end.

Cherish The Day
Synthesis
A year after their first date, fate brings Evan and Gently back together when they run into each other at an art gallery and romantic feelings are rekindled; the chance meeting turns into a wild date night that results in a trip to the hospital.

A Christmas Carol
An original take on Dickens’s iconic ghost story, A Christmas Carol is a spine-tingling immersion into Scrooge’s dark night of the soul.

Defending Jacob
After
The trial comes to an end, but with unexpected consequences.

Devs
Episode 3
Lily returns to work at Amaya and explains her suspicions to Jen and Anya. Forest is visited by Laine, a powerful senator asking questions about the Devs system.

Dispatches From Elsewhere
The Creator
Simone, Peter, and Janice explore new interests, while Fredwynn finds it hard to let go.

Dolly Parton’s Heartstrings: These Old Bones
A mysterious mountain woman steps into the spotlight as a lawyer struggles to find her voice of seeing, believing and everything between.

Dracula
The Rules Of The Beast
An unconventional nun helps a tormented lawyer piece together the details of his doomed business trip to Count Dracula’s castle.

The Eddy
Julie
Julie enrolls in an international high school but soon grows restless and begins to act out. A worried Elliot hides evidence from the police.
El Camino: A Breaking Bad Movie
El Camino: A Breaking Bad Movie reunites Breaking Bad fans with Jesse Pinkman (Aaron Paul). In the wake of his dramatic escape from captivity, Jesse must come to terms with his past in order to forge some kind of future.

Graduate Together: America Honors The High School Class Of 2020
In response to the cancellation of high school graduation ceremonies due to Covid-19, Graduate Together: America Honors the High School Class of 2020 was a special carried across 46 broadcast network and streaming partners simultaneously. The telecast honored students, teachers and families with commencement addresses, musical performances and inspirational vignettes.

Happiness Continues: A Jonas Brothers Concert Film
A live concert experience and exclusive look into life on the road with the Jonas Brothers during their Happiness Begins concert tour.

Hollywood
Hooray For Hollywood
After returning from the war, Jack Castello arrives in Hollywood with hopes to make it in pictures. Jack’s wife, Henrietta, receives some unexpected news. A new friend makes Jack an offer that’s almost too good to be true.

I Know This Much Is True
Episode Four
Dominick returns to work while reflecting on his and Thomas’ teenage years, and the disturbing episode that led to his brother’s first hospitalization.

John Mulaney & The Sack Lunch Bunch
John Mulaney and his kid pals tackle existential topics for all ages with catchy songs, comedy sketches and special guests in a nostalgic variety special.

The Kacey Musgraves Christmas Show
Kacey Musgraves’ update on the classic holiday variety special features new songs and time-honored classics. Special guests include Camila Cabello, Kendall Jenner, James Corden, Lana Del Rey, the Radio City Rockettes, and many more.

Little Fires Everywhere
Find A Way
Elena’s bombshell reveal to Pearl threatens to forever damage Pearl’s relationship with her mother. Moody feels betrayed when he discovers Trip and Pearl’s secret. And the jury’s divisive verdict triggers a series of catastrophic events, which leads three of our characters to leave Shaker Heights for good.

Looking For Alaska
Tell Them I Said Something
An expulsion ignites an escalating prank war with the Weekday Warriors as both sides try and discover who is “the rat” inside Culver Creek. Miles finds his future at the school at risk and his loyalty to his new friends tested.

The Loudest Voice
2001
9/11 changes everything. Emboldened and horrified by this terrorist attack on American soil, Roger begins pushing the news with an agenda, using his network to help drive the Bush Administration’s push to war in Iraq and finally putting Fox on top of the ratings race.
Mrs. America
Shirley
Shirley Chisholm makes a historic run for president, while Gloria struggles to play politics at the DNC. Phyllis takes her new anti-ERA organization national.

Mrs. Fletcher
Parents’ Weekend
Eve and her colleague Amanda attend a wake. Meanwhile, Brendan reconnects with Ted at Parents’ Weekend, and Margo and Curtis go on a first date.

Our Boys
Chapter 1: Out Of The Depth, I Cry To You
On June 12th, 2014, three Jewish boys in Israel disappeared. Simon, a terrorism agent worries about the potentially violent fallout if the boys aren’t found alive. Meanwhile, Arab teen Mohammed fights with his father, and Jewish teen Avishai is pulled away from his yeshiva studies by his radical uncle Yosef.

A Parks And Recreation Special
Leslie Knope uses a phone tree to check-in with her friends, family, and favorite citizens of Pawnee -- finding a way to buoy their mental and emotional health during the COVID-19 pandemic.

The Plot Against America
Part 1
Herman anticipates a promotion at work and takes his family to look at a bigger house, though Bess is concerned to leave their Jewish neighborhood amid anti-Semitism sparked by Lindbergh’s presidential campaign. Evelyn is charmed by distinguished local clergyman Rabbi Lionel Bengelsdorf. Alvin Levin seeks retaliation for an aggrieved friend.

Quiz
Episode One
For Diana Ingram and brother Adrian, knowing the answer is a way of life, and both welcome the chance at winning a million pounds on the most popular game show on earth. Diana's husband is bewildered by his family's obsession until Diana turns to him to keep her dream alive.

Saturday Night Seder
A streaming Passover Seder variety show with stories and musical performances to benefit the CDC Foundation’s Coronavirus Emergency Response Fund

Selah And The Spades
Five factions run the underground life at prestigious Haldwell boarding school. The head of the most powerful faction - The Spades - is Selah Summers. By turns charming and callous, she chooses whom to keep close and whom to cut loose, walking the fine line between being feared and loved.

Self Made: Inspired By The Life Of Madam C.J. Walker
The Fight Of The Century
Aspiring to be more than a washerwoman, Sarah grows determined to sell Addie's hair product. But when she's cruelly rebuffed, the gloves come off.

Share
After discovering a disturbing video from a night she doesn't remember, sixteen-year-old Mandy must try and figure out what happened and how to navigate the escalating fallout.
**The SpongeBob Musical: Live On Stage!**
SpongeBob and all of Bikini Bottom face catastrophe—until a most unexpected hero rises to take center stage. The SpongeBob Musical: Live On Stage! A theatrical party full of heart and humor, where the power of optimism really can save the world.

**The Spy**
Alone In Damascus
Eli makes an influential ally. Though early operations in Damascus quickly bear fruit, Dan fears Eli's bold methods will get him killed.

**The Terror: Infamy**
Taizo
A story of the past provides insight into the present evil that stalks the Terminal Islanders. Chester returns home to his family. Henry and Asako are faced with a difficult decision.

**Transparent Musicale Finale**
A movie musical fantasia. When the Pfeffermans face a life-changing loss, they begin a journey hilarious, melancholy, brazen and bold. As they face this new transition, they confront grief and come together to celebrate connection, joy and transformation.

**Troop Zero**
In rural 1977 Georgia, a misfit girl dreams of life in outer space. When a national competition offers her a chance at her dream, to be recorded on NASA’s Golden Record, she recruits a makeshift troop of Birdie Scouts, forging friendships that last a lifetime and beyond.

**Unbelievable**
Episode 7
Suddenly faced with two suspects instead of one, the team races to ID the rapist and make an arrest. Marie's new counselor tries to win her trust.

**Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt: Kimmy vs. The Reverend**
Kimmy Schmidt (Ellie Kemper) sets off on her biggest adventure yet. Three states! Private planes! Explosions! Karate! Will Kimmy defeat the Reverend (Jon Hamm) and get to her wedding on time? With the help of her friend Titus (Tituss Burgess), she's going to try, dammit!

**UNICEF Won't Stop**
A musical variety show with stories and musical performances to benefit UNICEF

**Unorthodox**
Part 1
Born and raised in a New York Hasidic community, Esty struggles after a fruitless first year of marriage. She runs away to Berlin and finds new freedom.

**Watchmen**
This Extraordinary Being
Deep under the influence of Nostalgia, Angela get a firsthand account of her grandfather’s journey.

**ZeroZeroZero**
Tampico Skies
When the infighting within the 'Ndrangheta puts at risk the Lynwood family's business and A1:N11 the latter have to take the matter in their own hands.
End of Category